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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system and a method is provided for measuring three 
dimensional velocities at a plurality of points in a fluid 
employing at least two canmas positioned approximately 
perpendicular to one another. Image frames captured by the 
camexas may be filtered using background subtraction with 
outlier rejection with spike-removal filtering. The cameras 
may caliated to accurately represent image coordinates in 
a world coordinate system using calibration grids modified 
using warp transformations. The twdimensional views of 
the cameras may be recorded fur image processing and 
particle track determination. The tracer particles may be 
tracked on a two-dimensional basis and then stereo matched 
to obtain three-dimensional locations of the particles as a 
function of time so that velocities can be measured there 
from. 

23 Claims, l2 Drawiug Sheets 
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I Output Data Set: 

Table 1 

Input Data Set: 
X Y 2 

0.1 00000 0.000000 0.000000 
0.1 00000 0.020000 0.000000 
0.090000 0.040000 0.000000 

0.1 00000 0.000000 1 .oooooo 
0.100000 0.020000 1 .oooooo 
0.090000 0.040000 1 .OOOOOO 

0.1 00000 0.000000 2.000000 
0.1 00000 0.020000 2.000000 
0.090000 0.040000 2.000000 

FIG 13 
0.1 00000 0.000000 3.000000 
0.1 00000 0.020000 3.000000 
0.090000 0.040000 3.000000 

FIG 14 
Table 2 

X1 Y1 21 X2 Y2 22 X3 Y3 23 
0.1 WOO 0.00000 0.00000 0.09781 0.02079 0.00000 0.09135 0.04067 0.00000 
0.1 0000 0.00000 1 .00000 0.09781 0.02079 1 .OOOOO 0.091 35 0.04067 1 .OOOOO 
0.10000 0.00000 2.00000 0.09781 0.02079 2.00000 0.091 35 0.04067 2.00000 
0,10000 0.00000 3.00000 0.09781 0.02079 3.00000 0.09135 0.04067 3.00000 
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STEREO IMAGING VELOCIMETRY 
SYSTEM AND METHOD 

OFUGIN OF THE INVENTION 

The invention described herein was made by an ewloyee 
of the United States Government and may be manufactured 
and used by or for the Government for Government pur- 

therefor. 

and the resultant time-averaged image frame 14 is subtracted 
from the target w e .  The net effect to the resulting frame 
of interest 16 is that rapidly moving particles contribute little 
to the pixels along their path on average and, therefore are 

5 not removed when the average value is subtracted. On the 
other hand, stationary noise is subtracted out because it is 
present in every image frame. 

ticles by subtracting out a time-average subsequence, two 
10 major problems occur. First, requiring that particles be 

moving relatively rapidly means that slowly-moving par- 
ticles will be subtracted out as background noise. Second, 
even rapidly-moving particles will tend to attenuate them- 
selves since they also appear within the subsequence. 

illustrate that these effects can be 
serious. As shown in FIG. 2, a subsequence of N images 22 
beginning at time ta may be taken from a longer sequence 
of M images 20. The subsequence of intensity values of the 

Stereo imaging velocimetry seeks to provide a thre pixel 24 located at row 'r' and column 'c' within the 
dimensional measurement of the velocity of a fluid. Arecent 2o subsequence of images 22 may be denoted by S"(r,c). Since 
example of a stereo imaging velocimetry system is shown in S"(r,c) is ChronologicaUy ordered, the subscript 'k' may be 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,905,568 of May 18, 1999 which is incur- used to denote the kth value of the time sequence: S"&,c). 
prated by reference herein in its entirety. In th is  system, a The pixel values may also be placed in an ascending order 
fluid-flow is analyzed using particle tracking. Particle track- which may be denoted as P(r,c). With this n W o n ,  Pc(r,c) 
ing seeks to assign velocity vectors to sequences of sti l l  25 refers to the ~bh smallest intensity value in Sa(r,c). AISO with 
image frames of particles suspended in a transparent fluid, this notation pdr,c) refers to the largest intensity value. 

or gas experiment. AS used here, a particle track is a When a single particle image passes over a specific pixel 
timesequence Of images of the same particle. This reqllhes d&g the subsequence, the given particle may inters& 
that high quality particle images be obtained from a system with this pixel in one or more frames captured during the 
of moving particles. Unfommtely, in practice, images are time period of the subsequence. To simplify the example, it 
often contaminated by a variety of noise sources, which is assumed that no other paaide intersects t h i s  specific pixel 
htrodUCeS Significant mors in the VelOdty meaSUrementS. d&g the time @od in question. In addition, gray d e  
Such mors can cause noise to be misidentified as particles pixel values may range between 0 (black) and 255 (white) 
and can cause particles to be misidentified % background 35 and particles are assumed to be white on a black back- 
noise. A fdure to identify a single particle in only one of a ground However. % shown herein in the drawings, particles 
sequence of image frames can result in the entire track of the are depicted as black spots on a white background to enable 
particle being lost. the particles in the drawings to be more easily viewed 

Examples of noise include stationary noise and moving In a first example, a subsequence showing a relatively fast 
noise. The primary source of stationary noise m y  be the moving particle is processed using time averaging. Equation 
container which holds the particles and the experiment. 1 shows an example of the unprocessed ordered subse 
'Qpically the particles are illuminated with a bright light quence of intensity values (denoted as I ~ )  for a specific pixel 
source. such as a sk& light, which may produce strong 
glare spots from the container bottom, its bounding side 
walls, and the liquid surface. Weaker stationary images may 45 

poses without the payment of any royalties thereon or Unfortunately when to moving Par- 

TECHNICAL mELD 

This hwention relates to Stereo imaging vel-. 
Specifically, this invention relates to a system and method 
for measuring three-dimensional velocities at a plurality of 15 
points in a fluid seeded with tracer particles. 

ne following 

BACKGROUND 

of a subsequence. 

also appear within the central field of view due to reflections 1A13.45, 61, '126, '2441 U I  
from overhead lights for example. 

Here the intensity values marked with an ''P correspond to Moving noise is generally a reflection of the Particles the fast moving particle. The average of the intensity values 

pose a major problem processing of image t rack which corresponds to the unprmssed subsequence 

'Om the surfaces Of the conbiner* Moving noise wicauY for IF is 9. Equation 2 shows an example of a prooes& 
ordered subsequence of intensity values (denoted as I2,) occurs at the periphery of the system and as a result may not 50 

However stationary noise may introduce image clutter 
throughout the image which complicates the tracking of 

n,+=~ip-ovaaSc(l,), OHO, 0, 0, on, *i4q P I  

under these conditions is to peaform time-average, back- Here the intensity values for are obtained from IF by first 
ground image subtractions. In th is  procedure, each image subtracting out the timeaveraged sequence value, and sec- 
frame is considered part of a shorter fixed-length subse ond setting negative values to zero. In th is  example the 
quence of the original time-sequence of image frames, with processed subsequence of pixel values Iz, while greatly 
a 'Frame of Interest' image centered in the subsequence. The 60 attenuated, s t i l l  retain hfomtion of the particle passing 
'Frame of Interest' is defined for a given subsequence to be within each image kame where it was actually present. The 
that image frame in the subsequence from which we subtracl fluctuation in the background intensity is a result of low- 
the time-averaged image calculated using a l l  images in the level noise. 
subsequence. FIG. 1 shows a subsequence 10 which is five Unfortunately using time-averaged background subtrac- 
image frames in length and whose Frame of Interest 12 is 65 tion for a particle moving much more slowly than the fast 
centered in the interval. The image frames comprising the moving particle in the previous example may produce 
subsequence are averaged together on a pixel-by-pixel basis, undesirable results. In a second example, a subsequence 

tracer particles. 
The traditional approach to removing stationary noise 55 

I 
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showing a slower moving particle which is not as well lit is source of fluctuation of pixel values for otherwise stationary 
processed using time averaging. Such a particle for example signals. Hence it often common to see background values 
may be moving towards the camera along the sides of the fluctuate such that intensity values in  one or two frames may 
experimental chamber. Equation 3 shows an example of the be well below the intensity values in other frames as shown 
unprocessed ordered subsequence of intensity values 5 in  Equation 5. IO addition glare spots may also be a source 
(denoted as I,) for a specific pixel of such a subsequence. of fluctuations in  intensity values. Attempts to subtract them 

out invariably leave “scintillations” throughout the region of 

Quation 6 shows an example of a processed ordered 
131 the glare. 1 ~ [ 7 0  ,*120, ‘143, ‘168, ‘1761 

Here the intensity k e d  with an rr*rr cclrrespond to 

for I, is 137. Since the particle is moving more slowly, it is 
the slow moving particle. The average of the intensity values 10 Subsequence of intensity values (denoted as UN) which 

corresponds to the unprocessed ordered subsequence IN. 
present at the pixel under consideration in four of the five 
frames of the subsequence. 

Equation 4 shows an example of a processed ordered 
subsequence of intensity values (denoted as Us) which 
corresponds to the unprocessed ordered subsequence I, 

As in the previous example. the intensity values for UN are 
obtained from IN by first subtracting out the time-averaged 
sequence value, and second setting negative values to zero. 
IO this example the resulting non ziro intensity values for the 

n ~ { l f l V ~ P ( r , ) ,  O W o ,  ‘8,337 ‘411 141 stationary noise are of the same magnitude as the particle 

loose particle tracks may be further increased as a result of 
timeaverage background subtraction. M 

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION 
N 

When the vel&ty measurement is calculated using four 
frames, there are then four oDDortunities for a d r o d  

It is an object of an exemplary form of the present 
invention to provide a system and method far measuring 

particle to disrupt the identifiat% of the track The n& 
of tracks in an experiment will also multiply this problem as 
a result of a phenomenon referred to as track cannibaliza- 
tion. With this phenomenon, not only are the fragmented 
tracks lost, but also the unassigned particle images which 
remain behind interact with surrounding tracks during their 
assignment to further reduce the number of tracks correctly 

In addition timeaveraged background subtraction of a 
subsequence that does not contain a particle may also 
produce undesirable results. In a third example, a subse 
quence showing stationary noise of the same magnitude as 
particle signals is processed using timeaveraged back- 
ground subtraction. Equation 3 shows an example of the 
unprocessed ordered subsequence of intensity values 
(denoted as IN) for a specific pixel which experiences only 
stationeq noise during the subsequence of interest. 

I A O ,  13,45, 51, 671 PI 

Here no intensity values are marked with an “*” as none 
of the values corresponds to a moving particle. The average 
of the intensity values for IN is 35. Subsequence IN includes 
values which fluctuate quite a bit. This is not uncommon in 
lracking eXperiments. For example imperfect synchroniza- 
tion between the strobe and the recording system may be a 

assigned 

threedimensional velocities at aplurality of points in a fluid 
It is a further object of an exemplary form of the present 

45 invention to provide a system and method for collecting 
quantitatively, three-dimensional flow data from an optically 
transparent fluid having tracer particles. 

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a 
stereo imaging velocimetry system and method with 

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a 
stereo imaging velocimetry system and method which is 
mare accurate at identifying true particle image tracks. 
It is a further object of the present invention to provide a 

stereo imaging velocimetry system and method which mini- 
mizes lost tracks due to slower moving particles. 

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a 
stereo imaging velocimelry system and method which mini- 

M e r  objects of the present invention will be made 
apparent in the following Best Modes for Canying Out 
Invention and the appended Claims. 

The foregoing objects may be accomplished in an exem- 
65 plary embodiment of the invention by a system that mea- 

sures three-dimensional velocities at a plurality of points in 
a fluid seeded with tracer particles. The system may include 

50 improvedaccuracy. 

55 

@ mizes lost tracks due to stationary noise. 
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at least two cameras positioned to view the fluid seeded with 
tracer particles. The two cameras may be positioned 
approximately perpendicular to one another to provide two. 
two-dimensional views of the tracer particles seeded in the 
fluid. A coordinate system for each camera may be defined 5 
based on a world coordinate system. A two-dimensional 
view of the fluid seeded with the tracer particles may be 
captured for each camera as a sequence of image frames. 

The captured image frames may be processed to remove 
noise using time-averaged background subtraction with out- 10 

FIG. 15 is a schematic illustration of three frame images 
illustrating the manner in which potentially valid tracks are 
identified. 

BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT 
INVENTION 

R e f d n g  now to the drawings and particularly to FIG. 5. 
an exemplary embodiment of an experimental chamber 300 
which may be used to measure fluid flows is shown. 
However, it is to be understood that in other fluid flow fier rejection and spikeremoval filter@!. m e  system may experiments of which exemplary embodiments of the fol- match particle tracks in the filtered image frames for lowing described may be used, the she and shape each camera view and determine three dimensional coordi- of the chambers and configuration of the fluid flow may be 

include using a neural net with simulated annealing to arrive 15 flowing through a conduit, a fluid flowing Bcross a surface 

further calculate velocities at a plurality of points in the fluid 
responsive to the three dimensional coordinates of the traca In this described exemplary embodiment, *e e x w e n -  

diameter. The cylindrical axis 304 of the cylinder may be frames. 20 
An exemplary e m w e n t  of the system may ~ e r  

include calibrating the cameras using a &bration grid. For axises 306,308 of two cameras 310,312. The camexas may 
camera views of the calibration grid that are missing be oriented approximately perpendicular to one another. 
bration points from the grid, the system may be operative to to a coWUm 320 Or 

nates Of tracer Particle tracks' The particle different, For example experiments may include a fluid 

at globally Optimal Of tracks' The or a fluid having a fluid volume. 

particle tracks and hewn time dwations between image tal Chamber 300 includes a Cyhder 302 with a three inch 

oriented p e r ~ e n d i h l ~  to the plane defined by the focal 

the cameras may be 
perform warping transformations which are used to e s h t e  25 Other device which is Operatively progamed to process the 
the location of missing points on a calibration grid. m e  In the described image frames cqturd from the . ent, the cylinder 302 may be filled with calibration of the cameras may then proceed responsive to embodm 

water or other fluids including either liquids or gases and both actual and estimated calibration grid points. 
placed in a plexiglass cube also filled with a fluid to reduce 
refraction of light at the cylinder walls. BRIEF DFBCRETION OF DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of a method of filtexhg The cylinda may be seeded with tracer particles 314. The 
images of tracer particles using simplebackground subtrac- type of tracer particles used may depend on the flow media 
tion. and the measurement conditions such that the seed material 

FIG. 2 is m e r  a schematic illustration of a method of does not alter the flow field conditions being measured. 
filtering images of tracer particles using simple-background 35 Some typical tracer particles may include but are not limited 
subtraction. to alumina oxide, latex pattjcles, polystyrene, microspheres, 

and the like. In the example shown in FIG. 5,300 micron- 
ment of a method of filtering images oftracer particles using diamem, plystyrene tracer particles may be used with an 
theaveraged background subtraction with outlier rejec- average w e  diameter Which ~ S P O n d S  to &m~t 3.2 
tion. 4o pixels with respect to the image kames captured of the 

FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration of an exemplary embodi- particles by *e ameras- 
ment of a spike-removal f i l e  matrix. In an exemplary embodiment a plurality of successive 

FIG. 5 is a schematic illustration of an e x e m p w  e m -  frames may be caphued with the cameras for a given run of 
ment of a system for performing stereo imaging vel--. the experiment. For example as shown in FIG. 3, a given 

m ~ .  6 is a schematic representation of the camera Cali- 45 sequence Of frames 101 may include a total Of seventeen 
frames. The exemplary embodun ent may include a method bration grid illustrating a first camera view. 
of filtering the frames which includes selecting a first 
subsequence 100 of frames from the beginning of the 
sequence 101. A frame of inkrest selected from the fist 

bration grid illustrating a second camera view. 

may then be processed according to a filteting tive to perform warp transfunnation calculations for esti- method described below which includes time-averaged mating the position of missing calibration points in a target 
background subtraction with outlier rejection spike 
removal filtering. A second subsequence may then be image of a calibration grid. 

30 

FIG. 3 is a schematic illusbation of an 

FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of the camera cali- 

FIG. 8 shows a user interface application which is opera- 5o 

FIG* 9 shows the interface missing selected which is offset from the first subsequence, and the 
~f interests m y  be processed calibration pints have been determined for a target image of 55 corresponding next 

a calibration grid. 

calculating a track straightness m r .  

calculating a track smoothness mor. 

information is employed to stereo match tracks. 

dimensional coordinates of tracer particles. 

three dimensional coordinates of tracer  articles for three 
frame particle tracks. 

according to the filteting method described below. The 
processing of the frames may continue until the end of the 
sequence is reached. 

~ e p r o c e s s e ~ ~ ~ s ~ o m ~ e t w o ~ e r a s m a y ~ e n ~  
60 stereo matched to obtain three dimensional locations of the 

used herein stereo 
matching consists of determining which of the many par- 

FIG. 13 shows a table of example input data Sets for three ticles in a pair of synchronized images from the two cameras 
represents the same particle image from different perspec- 

FIG. 14 shows a table of example output data sets for 65 tives. From this data three component velocities of the 
particles can be calculated and a full-field, quantitative, 
three-dimensional map of the velocities of the fluid may be 

FIG. lo is a schematic illustration Of a method for 

FIG. 11 is a schematic illustration of a method for 

FIG. 12 is a schematic illustration of how a particle's particles Bs a fundon of t h e .  

I 
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obtained. Examples of stereo matching calculations are (values 0, 0, 0,O. 1,7. 10.23) are significantly smaller than 
found in US. Pat. No. 5,905,568 which is incorporated those marked with an asterisk (values 82, 200) which 
herein by reference in its entirety. indicate that a particle is present. 
To improve the accuracy of resolving partick. tracks, the In a second example, a subsequence showing a Slower 

exemplary embodiment includes a method of processing or 5 moving particle which is not as well fit is processed. Such 
filtering the subsequence of image frames using time- a for example mY be moving towards the -era 
averaged background image subtraction with outlier rejec- along the sides of the experimental chamber. Equation 9 
tion. ~n an exemplary embodiment of the stereo imaging shows an example of the unprocessed ordered subsequence 
velocimetry system, the computer may include means for Of intensity values (denoted as I,) for a specific pixel which 
processing the image frames which corresponds to software 10 is illuminated by the relatively slower particle. The ordered 
and/or hardware subsequence shown in &yIatiOII 9 includes the intensity 
out this method of processing. values from the corresponding shorter subsequence shown 

in Equation 3. In an exemplary embodiment of time-averaged back- 
ground image subtraction with outlier rejection, intensity 
values for a specific pixel of the subsequence 100 is selected l5 
and placed into an order from lowest to highest values. The The intensity values marked with an "*" correspond to the 
resulting ordered Subsequence 102 for the Specific Pixel slow moving particle. Here the exemplary embodiment of 
be divided into different sets Which include: a throw-away the method includes averaging the subset of pixels (37,43, 
'header' portion 104 at the low end ordered subsequence; a 2o 51,70) from the central portion of the subsequence. In this 
central portion 106 of the ordered subsequence which is example the average of the central portion of pixel values is 
retained for aver@% and a thrOW-aWaY '@der' portion 50. Equation 10 shows an example of a processed ordered 
108 at the high end of the ordered subsequence- Here NLOW subsequence of intensity values (denoted as I2,) which 
refers to the length Of the thrOW-aWaY header portion 104. corresponds to the unprocessed ordered subsequence I, 
NAVG refers to the length of the central portion 106. NMGH 

refers to the length of the entire subsequence and such will 

shown in HG. 3, NSuB is 10 frames, N,,is 2 kames, NAvG 
is 4 frames, and NMGH is four frames. In other exemplary 

is operhvely programmed to 

lp[7, 13, 37,43, 51, 70, '120, '143, '168, '1761 [91 

refers to the length of a throw-away trailer portion 108. 25 
12s = max& - Avera&ls ), 0) [lo1 

equal the total of NmW, NAvo, and NMGm In the example = [O,O,O, 0, 1. ZO, '70, '93, '118. '12q 

. embodiments other lengths of the subsequence and the 30 The intensity values for % be Obtained IS 

portions of the subsequence may be chosen depending on first subtracting Out the time-avmged sequence value Of the 
central portion, and second setting negative values to zero. 
As in the previously example of the fast moving particle, the 

mean 35 significantly smaller than those marked with an asterisk 

the charactdstics of the experiment being performed. 
The introduction Of disposable and Por- background pixel values (values 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 20) are may be used to perform a Of 

filtering Of the Ordered subsequence Of gaysde values at (values 70, 93, 118, 126) which indicate that a particle is each given pixel over the time of the subsequence. However, 
in this described example, the two ta i ls  of the subsequence 
may not be drawn from the same distribution. 

approach for the fast and slow discussed pre~OUS1Y 
in the Background Portion. In a first example of the exem- 
PI- a subsequence showing a relatively fast 
moving particle (FIG. 3) is processed Equation 7 shows the 
unprocessed ordered subsequence of intensity values 45 

the passing particle. The ordered subsequence shown in rnuhon 7 includes the intensity values from the 
sponding shorter subsequence shown in Equation 1. 

Equation 11 shows an example of the unprocessed 
ordered subsequence of intensity values (denoted as IN) for 

experiences only stationery noise 
during the subsequence of interest The ordered subsequence 
shown in Equation 11 includes the intensity values from the 
corresponding shorter subsequence of stationery noise 
shown in wuation 5. 

The following examples illustrate the effectiveness of this 40 a specific pixel 

(denoted as IF) for the specific pixel which is illuminated by IF[& 13, 28, 32,45,41,51, 53, 56,671 r111 

Here, no intensity values are marked with an "*" as none 
of the values corresponds to a moving particle. The average 
of the central portion of intensity values (28,32,45,47) is 

PI 50 35. Equation 12 shows an example of a processed ordered 
subsequence of intensity values (denoted as I2,) which 
corresponds to the unprocessed ordered subsequence IN. 

1,i[7, 13,37,43,45, 51,54, 67, *1%, '2441 

The intensity values marked with an "*" correspond to the 
fast moving particle. Here the exemplary embodiment of the 
method includes averaging only a subset of the subsequence 
of pixels which corresponds to the NIN8 pixels (37,43,45, 55 

example the average of the central portion of pixel values is 
44. Equation 8 shows an example of a processed ordered 
subsequence of intensity values (denoted as I2,) which 
corresponds to the unprocessed ordered subsequence IF- 

12N = - AVerage(l~), 01 [121 

51) from the central portion of the subsequence. In this = [O,O, 0,0,7,9,  13, 15, 18, 291 

As in the previous examples, the intensity values for are 
60 obtained from IN by first subtracting out the time-averaged 

sequence value of the central portion, and second setting 

In the three examples corresponding to a fast particle, 
Here the intensity values for 12F are obtained from IF by slow particle, and stationary noise, a significance threshold 

first subtracting out the time-averaged sequence value of the 65 value may be applied to the processed ordered subsequence 
central portion, and second setting negative values to zero. (nF, nS, nN). As used herein applying a significance 
In this example the processed background pixel values threshold corresponds to setting all values below the thresh- 

r81 negative values to zero. Itr=mnx{kAveWeVdlp), OH4 O,O, 0, 1,7, 10,2% 
*85 '2001 
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old value to zero (black) while leaving all values above the will be unity and the resulting h(ij) pixel value wiU be 
threshold unchanged. As discussed in the Background Art identical to the Original pixel value g(ij). When no particle 
section, no single significance threshold could be used to is in the neighborhood of (ij), the H( ) term wiU be zero 
accurately identify actual particles from background noise which will result in h(ij) being set to zero. 
for all three examples described. In contrast with the 5 The value of g(ij) is excluded from the summation in 
examples from the exemplary embodiment, a significance Equation 13 by setting the center of the filter f(0, 0), to zero 
threshold value between 30 and 65 may correctly identify all (FIG. 4). This tends to suppress spikes. The H( ) term in 
of the frames out of all of the cases illustrated which Equation 13 corresponds to a significance test for each term 
correspond to actual particles. in the summation. If we are in a glare spot on the image then 

In the exemplary embodiment the described filtering IO the H( ) term is operative to prevent weak gray-scale values 
method includes performing the above described time- from summing to a large, significant value. Using this 
averaged background subtraction with outlier rejection for a described exemplary embodiment of a spike-removal filter, 
plurality of pixels included in each frame of interest of the a gray-scale value of a pixel will be unaltered for pixels in 
sequence of image frames captured during the run of the the vicinity of a particle, while the gray-scale value of a pixel 
experiment. 15 will be set to zero for pixels which are not in the vicinity of 

Experimental results have shown that residual noise in the a particle. 
form of scattered glint may persist after processing the In this described exemplary embodiment, the method may 
sequence of image frames using the previously described include providing a spike-removal filter which has a size that 
method of time-averaged background subtraction with out- corresponds to the average pixel size of the particles in the 
lier rejection. Such scattered glint may be concentrated in 20 experiment. In the described example ent shown in 
former glare spots. To remove this noise, the exemplary FIG. 5, the average particle diameter may be 3.2 pixels, thus 
embodiment of the described filtering method may include a 3x3 filter (FIG. 4) may be chosen. In other experiments, 
applying a filter which is tailored to this form of noise. An other filter sizes and configurations may be provided 
example of such a filter 200 is shown in FIG. 4. The filter depending on the average diameters of the seed particles. 
UH) corresponds to a spike-removal filter comprised of a 3x3 25 With the configuration of the experiment described above, 
matrix with a deleted (zero-valued) center and surrounding a value of 70 for 1 in Equation 13 (where 255 corresponds 
values of 1. to white) has been found to be a suitable lower bound for 

In an exemplary embodiment of the stereo imaging particle intensity and a value of 250 for 1, in Equation 14 has 
velocimetry system, the computer may include means for been found to be suitable to accurately remove residual 
processing the image frames which corresponds to software u) noise. However, it is to be understood that in other configu- 
and/or hardware which is operatively programmed to per- rations of experiments other values for 1, and 1, may be 
form th is  method of spike-removal filtering. The filta may chosen depending on the illumination and noise character- 
be applied to the pixels of a frame according to a convolu- istics of the experiment. ’ 

tion operation represented by Equations 13 and 14. Using In experiments where there is limited space to position 
this filter, if a pixel is in the vicinity of a particle then its 35 two cameras, the distortion of the images from the cameras 
gray-scale value is unaltered, otherwise it is set to zero. may be so severe that edges and objects may be cut off. An 

exemplary embodiment may include a method for reducing 
the effects of these distodons using a third degree geometric 
warping transformation. Such a transformation may be used 

40 to approximate missing calibration data, thereby allowing 

[141 
calibration of the designated area in its entirety for a camera. 
In the exempky embodiment of the stereo imaging veloci- 

Equation 13 corresponds to a convolution step and out- metry system, the computer may include means for calibrat- 
puts a value denoted by r(ij), for a pixel at the coordinates ing the cameras using a calibration grid Such means may 
(ij) of a frame. The Original gray-scale pixel value of the 45 corresponds to software andor hardware which is opera- 
pixel located at (ij) is denoted by g(x,y). In Equation 13, the tively programmed to paform these warping transforma- 
term 1, Corresponds to a significance threshold for each tions. 
pixel in the summation. The term H(x) equals a value of zero In experiments involving image processing, the cameras 
if x is less than zero, otherwise the term H(x) equals a value involved in the expexhent should be calibrated to remove 
of one. 50 nonlinearities produced by the camadens systems. U.S. 

The term f(m,n) equals the value of the filter (FIG. 4) at Pat. No. 5,905,568 which is incorporated by reference herein 
the coordinate position (m, n) where m and n are selected in its entirety includes examples of caLibration techniques 
from the set of {-1, 0, 1 }. For example, as shown in FIG. for stereo imaging velocimetry experiments. Calibration 
4, the center of the filter 202 has a value of zero and routines may be w o r m e d  using a rectangular grid of data 
corresponds to the (m, n) coordinates of (0,O). The lower left 55 points. Unfortunately, when points are cut out of one image 
value 204 of the filter has a value of one and corresponds to due to a restricted camera field of view, the entire calibration 
the (m, n) coordinate position of (-1, -1). area may s d e r .  FIGS. 6 and 7 show camera calibration 

Equation 14 produces the resulting filtered pixel value images from an example experiment. The images are taken 
denoted by h(ij) using the output r(ij) of Equation 13. In from the right and left cameras for a rectangular 8x10 grid 
Equation 14, the term 1, corresponds to the output threshold 60 of calibration points. In each of these images, the camera 
for the filter. This filter is operative to search for a neigh- lenses contain significant nonlinear distortion. In the prior 
bohood which is proximal to a particle. Absent a particle, art, calibration techniques may require removing the first 
r(ij) will be small. Thus expression r(ijj1, will be less then and last two columns from the grid since complete data was 
zero if no particle is in the neighborhood of (id) and the not available for them. This restricts the entire calibrated 
expression r(ijj1, will be greater than or equal to zero if a 65 area, and decreases the effectiveness of the calibration. 
particle is in the neighborhood of (ij). Thus in Equation 14 In an exemplary embodiment, a third degree warping 
when a particle is in the neighborhood of (ij), the H( ) term transformation may be used to approximate the location of 

r ( ( i r ~ ~ ~ n ) * s ( i ) * ~ ( s ( ~ ~ j l ~ )  [I3] 

m,n e {-l,O, 1) 

h(k.o=s((ir~*~(r((ir>W 
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the missing calibration points in the grid which allows 
accurate calibration of the entire area. The warp algorithm 
may use a mapping function from a set of source control 
points to a set of target points allowing the image to be 
geometrically altered. In the exemplary embodiment, at least 
ten source control points may be used for a third degree 
warp. Such a third degree warp may be operative to account 
for linear transformations such as scaling, rotation and 
translation, as well as nonlinear distofion from sources such 
as pincushion and barrel lens aberrations. 

Equation 15 shows an example warping transform func- 
tion for source-to-target mapping for a third order warp. 

44 Y w x x :  Y') ~ 5 1  

where: 
x'=a+'+~y3+a,x~+~~+a'+.6ysr+a5x2+aqyz+a3x+ 
y'=bdr3+b,y3+b,x%+b,y2x+b,x2+b,y2+b3~~~+b lxy+ 

Here the coefficients %-% and boa9 correspond to &bra- 
tion coefficients. Also, x is the column index in pixels and y 
is the row index in pixels for a source control point. In 
addition, x' is the column index in pixels and y' is the row 
index in pixels for a target point. 

FIG. 8 shows an exemplary embodiment of a user inter- 
face application 400 which is operative to perform a warping 
transformation for a target calibration grid which is missing 
calibration points. The user interface application 400 is 
operative to display a source grid 402 of source control 
points which corresponds to the 2D locations of the cali- 
bration points from a calibration grid. The user intexface 
application 400 also is operative to display a target grid 404 
with target points which correspond to the image of the 
calibration grid with missing points. 

The exemplary embodiment of the user interface appli- 
cation 400 is operative to enable a user to selectively match 
source control points 206 with their corresponding target 
points 208. For the exemplary embodiment of the warping 
transform function shown in Equation 15, the user may 
selectively match ten points from each of the source and 
target grids 402,404. 

The exemplary embodiment of the user interface appli- 
cation 400 is operative to calculate the coedJicients k% and 
b+ using Equation 15 and the (x, y) and (x', y') coordi- 
nates of the ten sets of source and target points selected by 
the user. Once the coefficients have been calculated the 
exemplary embodiment of the user interface application 400 
is opexative to calculate (x',y') coordinates for any points in 
the target grid 404 which are missing when compared to the 
source grid 402. As shown in FIG. 9, the user interface may 
be operative to graphically display the positions of the 
missing target points 410 in the target calibration grid The 
modified target grid may be saved or other wise outputted to 
the calibration software of the system by the user interface 
application 400 for use with calibrating the cameras. 

Although some accuracy may be lost when approximating 
the location of missing calibration points in the target image. 
This small loss in accuracy may more than be made up for 
by the ability to use all of the points on the target image. The 
result is a complete calibration grid that includes the entire 
field of view, which may increase the yield and accuracy of 
the &bration and experiment. 

As discussed previously, once image frames are processed 
to remove noise, the frames may further be processed to 
identify particle tracks for individual particles moving in the 
fluid. From these particle tracks the thee dimensional veloc- 
ity components across the fluid can be determined TO 

b0 
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determine particle tracks from the image frames. an exem- 
plary embodiment may include a method of tracking par- 
ticles which includes a neural net with simulated annealing 
to arrive at globally optimal assignments of tracks. In the 
exemplary embodiment of the stereo imaging velocimelry 
system, the computer may include means for identifying 
particle tracks for common particles in multiple image 
frames for each camera. Such means may correspond to 
software and/or hardware which is operatively programmed 
to peaform the particle tracking method. 

The neural net may be 'guided' both by the minimization 
of the search space through the use of limiting assumptions 
about valid tracks and by an interventionist strategy which 
seeks to avoid high-energy intermediate states by eliminat- 
ing overlapping tracks that can trap the net in a local 

15 minimum. A stochastic search algorithm may be used to 
further reduce the chance of being trapped in an energy well. 
Global Optimization may be achieved by minimizing an 
objective function that includes both track smoothness and 
particle-image utilization parameters. 

In an exemplary embodiment particle tracking may begin 
by randomly selecting from the database complete sets of 
first guesses as to possible track assignments for particles in 
the image frames. These first guesses may be referred to as 
parents. These early parents are often poor solutions which 

25 need to be optimized. Optimization may be performed by 
randomly selecting one or more tracks within a parent, 
changing the track(s), and calling the resultant modified 
solution a child Several children per parent are generated to 
create a family. Families evolve when a new generation of 
parents is chosen from among the existing family membms. 

3o The system error (the objective function to be minimized) 
may be computed for each child and, in general, the member 
of a given family with the lowest system error may be 
chosen as the new parent. 

These steps may be repeated over many generations until 
35 an acceptable solution is found or until the families stop 

evolving. The latter can occur because the best solution was 
found, or, more likely, because a local minimum in the 
system error, also called an energy well, was found. System 
error is a relative measure of the acceptability of a given 

In an ideal experiment, every particle in every frame 
would be assigned to a single track However, in practice it 
is often not possible to assign every particle to a single track. 
In the exemplaly embodiment the limitation that not all 

45 particles will be assigned to a single track is quantified as a 
usage mor. 

'Ihcks may be quantified by both how straight they are 
(an assumption of zero acceleration) and by how smooth 
they are (an assumption of constant acceleration). An exem- 

nt is operative to calculate the relative track 
straightness and track smoothness of actually identified 
particle tracks with respect to ideal estimates of the trajec- 
tories for the particles in the tracks. The results of such 
calculations for each track may be quantified as a track 

In the exemplary embodun ent the usage error, and the 
track straightness or smoothness error are used to determine 
the system mor for each generation of particle track solu- 
tion. An acceptable solution of optimized particle tracks may 
be selected when the system error reaches a local minimum 
for that solution. In an exemplary embodiment system error 
may be calculated according to Equation 16. 

s y s t a u - e r r o ~ L ~ ~ ~ 8 r t i c k - u s a g e - m .  [ 161 

65 Here the term trackerror corresponds to either the track 
straightness error or track smoothness error, depending on 
which is smaller for a given track 

10 

20 

40 state. 

* 

55 straightness error or a track Smoothness error. 
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As shown in  FIG. 10, a track straightness mor 500 may 
be determined by calculating the distance between the actual 
position 502 of a particle in  a third frame and the estimated 
position 504 of the particle in the third frame based on 
particle positions 506. 508 in the preceding two frames 
(assuming zero acceleration). As shown in FIG. 11. a track 
smoothness error 510 may be determined by calculating the 
distance between the actual position 512 of a particle in a 
fourth frame and the estimated position 514 of the particle 
in the fourth frame calculated by using a pair of parametric 
quadratic equations in the x and y directions and the particle 
positions 516, 518, 524 in the proceeding three frames 
(assuming constant acceleration). 

As described previously, the system error which may be 
derived from the usage mor and the track error may be 
continuously calculated for each iteration of the children and 
parent tracks until the best solutions have been found or at 
least until the system error reaches a minimum level. 

Once two sets of two-dimensional tracks, one set from 
each of the two orthogonal views of the two cameras, have 
been identified, an exemplary embodiment is operative to 
determine a globally optimal solution for particle tracks by 
stereo-matching the two-dimensional tracks. US. Pat. No. 
5,905,568 w ~ c h  is incorporated by reference herein in its 
entirety includes examples of stereo-matching methods 
which may be used to match tracks associated with each 
camera view to detennine three dimensional coordinates for 
the tracer particle tracks. The exemplary embodme nt of the 
staeo-matching method may further use a neural net track- 
ing method as described previously to identify the best 
particle track solutions or at least identify solutions which 
correspond to a minimum system error. In the exemplary 
embodune nt of the stereo imaging velocimetry system, the 
computer may include means for stereo matching the par- 
ticle tracks. Such means may correspond to software andor 
hardware which is opeaatively programmed to perform a 
steaeo-matching method. 

FIG. 12, shows an example of stereomatching of a track 
550 that appears in the right and left orthogonal camera 
views 552,554. In an exemplary embodiment, a system or 
optimization error may be calculated for each iteration 
which may be the sum of the squared vertical displacements 
(in pixels) between corresponding particle images, on a 
frame-by-frame basis, matching a given track from the left 
view with one in the right view. A threshold value may be 
chosen for the sum of the squared mors. Any pair of tracks 
having an error exceeding this value may be rejected. The 
output from t h i s  process may be used as an after-the-fact 
measure of how successful the tracking method may have 
been since ideally, tracks identified in one view should each 
match exactly with a unique track in the orthogonal view. 

In an exemplary embodiment, a method of identifying 
particle tracks may further include a tracking algorithm 
which may be used to perform threedimensional tracking of 
particles over three frames. The input to the tracking algo- 
rithm may be a plurality of input data sets which contain a 
plurality of coordinate triplets (X,Y.Z) each representing a 
point in three-dimensional real space of a particle. As 
discussed previously, the three dimensional coordinates of 
the tracer particles may be determined responsive to a stereo 
matching technique applied to the previously discussed 
filtered image frames.. As shown in FIG. 13, an input data 
set may correspond to a table 602 of X Y Z  coordinates where 
each line represents an image point of a particle in real world 
3D coordinates. In an exemplary embodiment the input data 
sets may be text files which include XYZ coordinate data for 
individual particles. 
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An output from the tracking algorithm may be a plurality 

of data sets containing three-dimensional track information. 
As shown in FIG. 14. an output data set may correspond to 
a table 604 of sets of XYZ coordinates. where each line 
represents a plurality of real world coordinate positions for 
a particle in a plurality of tracks. As shown in FIG. 15, each 
particle track 610 may be three frames long, thus as shown 
if FIG. 14, each line of the output data set may include three 
sets of particle positions. In an exemplary embodiment the 
output data sets may be saved as text files. The number of 
output data sets, such as text files which are produced may 
be two less than the sequence length since each track is three 
frames long. 

In t h i s  described exemplary embodiment the previously 
described iterative techniques of quantifying system error 
responsive to a calculated usage error, track smoothness 
error and/or track straightness error may be used to identify 
the best solutions or least solutions that produce minimum 
system errors for the identified particle tracks. 

As discussed previously, the time duration between each 
successive frame is determined by the frame capture rate of 
the camera system. With a CCD camera, for example, the 
time duration between successive frames may be Ybth of a 
second Based on this known time duration and the coordi- 
nate data for particle tracks of common particles in succes- 
sive frames, the velocities of the particles and hence the 
three dimensional velocities components of the fluid at a 
plurality of merent points in the chamber may be calcu- 
lated In the exemplary embodiment of the stereo imaging 
velocimetry system, the computer may include means for 
calculating velocity for the plurality of points in the fluid. 
Such means for example may correspond to software andor 
hardware which is operatively programmed to calculate 
velocities responsive to the three dimensional coordinates of 
the particle tracks and the known time durations between the 
image frames. 

The exemplary embodiments of the methods described 
hmin may be used to provide full-field, quantitative, three 
dimensional map of any optically transparent fluid which is 
seeded with tracer particles. The described methods may be 
applicable to any fluid, air and gas flow expeaiment, bio- 
medical applications observing cell growth and 
development, in-line process inspection, HVAC design, 
sports physics applications, high-speed imaging and color 
image analysis in two and three dimensions. 

Thus the stereo imaging velocjmetry system and method 
achieves one or more of the above stated objectives, elimi- 
nates dBiculties encountered in the use of prior devices and 
systems, solves problems and attains the desirable results 
described herein. 

In the foregoing description certain tenns have been used 
for brevity, clarity and understanding, however no UMK- 
essary limitations are to be implied therefrom because such 
tams are used for desaiptive purposes and are intended to 
be broadly construed. Moreover, the descriptions and illus- 
trations herein are by way of examples and the invention is 
not limited to the exact details shown and d e s m i d  

In the following claims any feature described as a means 
for performing a function shall be construed as encompass- 
ing. any means known to those skilled in the art to be 
capable of performing the recited function, and shall not be 
limited to the features and structures shown herein or mere 
equivalents theaeof. The description of the exemplary 
embodiment included in the Abstract included herewith shall 
not be deemed to limit the invention to features described 
therein. 

Having described the features, discoveries and principles 
of the invention, the manner in which it is constructed and 
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operated. and the advantages and useful results attained; the 
new and useful structures. devices, elements, arrangements, 
parts, combinations. systems, equipment, operations. meth- 
ods and relationships are set f& in the appended claims. 

value is before the subset of intensity values and at least one 
intensity value is after the subset of intensity values. 
10. The method according to claim 1. wherein step (c) 

includes applying a spike-removal filter to the image frames. 
What is claimed is: 11. The method according to claim 10, wherein in step (c) 
1. ~ ~ ~ t h o d  for three-dimensional at applying a spike-removal filter to the image frames includes: 

f )  performing a convolution operation responsive to the 
a) positioning at least two cameras to view a fluid with the spike-removal filter in which each pixel of the image 

cameras being approximately perpendicular to one frames is set to zero when the pixel is not within the 
vicinity of at least one further pixel which corresponds another; 
to a particle. 

b, Of image frames Of the fluid 12. The method according to claim 11, wherein in step (g) 
the spike-removal filter includes a 3x3 matrix with a zero seeded with tracer particles with each camera; 

c) filtering the image frames using *averaged back- 
ground subtraction with outlier rejection; and 13. The method according to claim 11, wherein prior to 

d) determining three dimensional coordinates of tracer 
particle tracks in the filtered image frames; g) determining the average diameter of the tracer particles 

e) calculating velocities at a plurality of points in the fluid captured on the image frames in units of pixels; 
responsive to the three dimensional coordinates Of the h) selecting a matrix for the spike-removal filter which 
tracer Particle tracks and b e  durations between image 20 has a length and width that corresponds to the average 
frames. diameter of the tracer particles in units of pixels. 

14. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: 
further includes: f )  imaging with each camera a calibration grid containing 

calibration points to produce a target calibration image 
frame of the calibration grid for each camera; and 

g) calibrating each camera responsive to the target cali- 
bration image taken by the respective camera. 

15. The method according to claim 14, and further com- 

h) matching sets of existing calibration points from the at 
least one target calibration image with their respective 
calibration points on a source calibration image, 
wherein the source calibration image corresponds to a 
generally undistorted flat view of the calibration grid; 

i) forming responsive to the matching sets of calibration 
points, a set of transformation functions which are 
operative to translate the coordinates for the calibration 
points of the source calibration image to their respec- 
tive coordinates for the calibration points of the at least 
one target calibration image; 

j) deriving the coordinates of the at least one missing 
calibration point for the at least one target calibration 
image responsive to the set of transformation functions 
and the coordinates of at least one calibration point of 
the source calibration image which correspond to the at 
least one missing calibration point for the at least one 

wherein in step (8) the camera that imaged the at least one 
target calibration image is calibrated responsive to the 

least one missing calibration point for the at least one target 
calibration image. 

a plurality of points in a fluid, comprising the steps of 

10 

a 

value surrounded by values of 1. 
15 

step (c) further comprising, 

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein step (d) 

f )  determining two dimensional coordinates for the tracer 
particle tracks for the image frames for each camera 25 
responsive to the filtered image frames; and 

g) stereo matching the tracer particle tracks for corre- 
sponding image frames for each camera to determine 
the three dimension coordinates for the tracer particle 
tracks. 

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein step (c) 
includes generating filtered image frames in which at least a 
portion of the pixels from the image frames with intensity 
values that correspond to background noise are set to values 
which correspond to the absence of a particle. 
4. The method according to claim 1, wherein in the step 

(c) time-averaged background subtraction with outlier rejec- 
tion includes: 

f )  placing in order a plurality of intensity values for a 
common pixel present in a plurality of the image 
frames; 

g) selecting a subset of the plurality of intensity values 
from a central portion of the ordered plurality of 
intensity values; 

h) averaging the subset of the plurality of intensity values 
to produce an average intensity value for the subset; 
and target calibration image; and 

i) reducing the values of the plurality of intensity values 

prising 
3o 

35 

45 

responsive to the average intensity value. 50 
5. A method accmding to 4, wherein in the step (c) COordinateS Of the existing Calibration points and derived at 

beaveraged background subtraction with outlier 
further includes: 

j) generating atered image frames in which those r a c e d  16. The method according to 2? wherein (0 
values from the plurality of intensity values which are 55 
below a threshold value are set to at least one value 
which corresponds to the absence of a particle. 

6. A method according to 5, wherein in (i) the 
at least one value which corresponds to the absence of a 
particle equals an intensity value of zero. 

7. A method according to claim 6, wherein in step (0 the 
threshold value is equal to or greater than zero. 

8. A method according to claim 5, wherein in step (g) the 
subset of intensity values corresponds to intensity values 
from at least four image frames. 

9. A method according to claim 5, wherein in the ordered 
plurality of intensity values in step (g) at least one intensity 

h, associating tracer particles to a plurdv Of parent 
particle tracks; 

i) generating at least one dternat.iVe child Particle track 
for each parent particle track; 

j) calculating a system error for each of the particle tracks, 
wherein the system mor corresponds to a relative 
measure of the acceptability of the particle tracks; 

k) determining whether the child particle track has a lower 
system error than the parent particle track, wherein 
when the child particle track has a lower system error 
than the parent particle track, the child particle track 
becomes the parent particle track; and 

60 
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1) repeating steps (i) through (k) until the system error is 

17. The method according to claim 16, wherein in step 6) 
the system error is a function of a particle usage and a track 
mor, wherein the usage error corresponds to the amount of 
particles in the image frames which are not assigned to a 
single track, wherein the track error corresponds the relative 
deviation of the actual particle tracks from smoothly curved 
or straight particle tracks calculated from at least a portion 
of the particles which are assigned to the actual particle 
tracks. 
18. The method according to claim 1, wherein prior to 

step (d) further comprising: 
f) stereo matching two dimensional coordinates of the 

tracer particles for corresponding images frames for 
each camera to determine three dimension coordinates 
for the tracer particles; 

g) determining the three dimensional coordinates of par- 
ticle tracks for at least three consecutive image frames 
responsive to the three dimensional coordinates for the 
tracer particles. 

19. A system for measuring three-dimensional velocities 

a chambex, wherein the chamber includes a fluid seeded 
with tracer particles; 

at least two cameras positioned to view the fluid seeded 
with the tracer particles, wherein the at least two 
cameras being positioned approximately perpendicular 
to one another, wherein the at least two cameras are 
operative to provide a plurality of image frames which 
include views of the tracer particles seeded in the fluid; 

at least one computer in operative connection with the at 
least two cameras, wherein the at least one computer is 
operatively programmed to filter the image frames 
using time-averaged background subtraction with out- 
lier rejection, wherein the computer is further opexa- 
tively programmed to determine three dimensional 
coordinates of tracer particle tracks in the filtered image 
frames and calculate responsive to three dimensional 
coordinates and t h e  durations between the image 
frames, velocities at the plurality of points in the fluid. 

20. The system according to claim 19, wherein the at least 
one computer is operatively programmed to detennioe two 

minimized. 

at a plurality of points in a fluid, comprising: 

18 
dimensional coordinates for tracer particle tracks responsive 
to the filtered image frames for each camera, and wherein 
the at least one computer is operatively programmed to 
stereo match the two dimensional coordinates for the tracer 

5 particle tracks for corresponding image frames for each 
camera to determine the three dimension coordinates of the 
tracer particle tracks. 
21. The system according to claim 19, wherein the at least 

one computer is operatively programmed to filter the image 
frames by applying a spikeremoval filter to the image 
frames. 

22. A system for measuring threedimensional velocities 
at a plurality of points in a fluid, comprising: 

a chamber, wherein the chamber includes a fluid seeded 

at least two cameras positioned to view the fluid seeded 
with the tracer particles, wherein the at least two 
cameras being positioned approximately perpendicular 
to one another, wherein the at least two cameras are 
operative to provide a plurality of image frames which 
include views of the tracer particles seeded in the fluid; 

at least one computer in operative connection with the at 
least two cameras, wherein the at least one computer 
includes: 
means for processing the image frames using time 

averaged background subtraction with outlier rejec- 
tion and spike removal filtering 

means for identifying particle tracks for coIILmon par- 
ticles in  multiple image kames for each camera; 

means for stereo matching the particle tracks associated 
with each camera to detemhing three dimensional 
coordinates for the tracer particle tracks; and 

means for calculating velocity for a plurality of points 
in the fluid responsive to the three dimensional 
coordinates of particle tracks and time durations 
between the image frames. 

23. The system according to claim 22, wherein the at least 

means for calibrating the cameras using a calibration grid, 
wherein the means for calibrating the cameras is opera- 
tive to estimate the location of missing points on the 
grid imaged by at least one of the cameras. 

15 with tracer particles; 
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one computer further includes: 
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